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#ArvindKejriwal: Will He Become CM Again?
New Delhi. As the election of 2019 are coming closer, the political dramabazi is getting intense.
Questions are being raised and points are being made. But Two questions are the most popular
among all; Will Narendra Modi become PM again? And, Will Arvind Kejriwal (AK) will become Delhi
CM again? Or whether BJP and AAP will win majority in their respective positions to retain the
power.
Despite having absolute one party rule in the state and total control over the legislative
assembly, Its been horrible journey for him as CM of Delhi without having Police in his
control.

So far as AAP is concerned, their focus will be to win atleast 67 seats or less than 67 seats in
2020. In both cases AK will become CM again. Why will this happen? Arvind Kejriwal has projected
himself as the CM next door for every Delhite. Delhites don't want a CM who just sits in the office.
They would want the one who meets them regularly without appointment and is always ready to
serve the people. They want a CM who takes responsibility of the mistakes and credit of good
work.
Despite having absolute one party rule in the state and total control over the legislative assembly,
Its been horrible journey for him as CM of Delhi without having Police in his control. His Ministers
were arrested, Police arrested him, many senior leaders left party, constant BJP propaganda
against him couldn’t stop him. He has survived all corruption charges till date.
In Gorakhpur more than 60 children died, Mr yogi made Dr Kafeel accused but now court gave him
a clean chit. While, few days ago a new born baby was declared dead by Max hospital, Delhi. Have
a look at the speedy action by Delhi govt. Delhi Govt is serious about the health of its citizens?
Though Kumar Vishwas’s ouster from the party has trigger the new political debate that Arvind
Kejriwal is removing the outspoken loyalists to have dictatorial control over the party affairs. This
will cause damage to the party and its chances to win election. Arvind Kejriwal will have to be
careful as Congress and BJP both is looking out for an opportunity get him out of Delhi. He will
have to continue as “CM next door” image as well as focus on the departments that are
completely in control of Delhi government.
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